Abstract. Bilevel decision addresses the problem in which two levels of decision makers act and react in an uncooperative, sequential manner, and each tries to optimize their individual objectives under constraints. Such a bilevel optimization structure appears naturally in many aspects of planning, management and policy making. There are two kinds of bilevel decision models already presented, which are traditional bilevel decision models and rule sets based bilevel decision models. Based on the two kinds of models, granule sets based bilevel decision models are developed in this paper. The models can be viewed as extensions of the former two models, and they can describe more bilevel decision making problems and possess some new advantages. We also discuss the comparison of the three models and present some new topics in this research field.
Introduction
Bilevel decision making problems are hierarchical decision making problems where the constraints of one problem (the so-called upper level problem) are defined in part by a second parametric decision making problem (the lower level problem). If the lower level problem as a unique optimal solution for all parameter values, this problem is equivalent to a one-level decision making problem having an implicitly defined objective function. In such a bilevel decision situation, decision maker at each level has individual payoff function, and the upper level the decision maker is at, the more important and global his decision is. Therefore, a bilevel decision model intends to reach certain goals, which reflect the upper level decision makers' aims and also consider the reaction of the lower level decision makers on the final decisions. Such a decision problem is called as a bilevel decision problem. The decision maker at the upper level is known as the leader, and at the lower level, the follower.
Bilevel decision problems have been introduced by Von Stackelberg in the context of unbalanced economic markets in the fifties of the 20th century [1] .
After that moment a rapid development and intensive investigation of these problems begun both in theoretical and in applications oriented directions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . However, bilevel decision making may involve many uncertain factors in a real world problem. Therefore it is hard to determine the objective functions and constraints when build a bilevel decision model. To handle the issue, as a new exploration to model and solve a bilevel decision problem, we first formulates a bilevel decision problem using decision rule sets [7, 8] . Instead of linear or nonlinear functions, the rule sets based bilevel decision problem uses decision rule sets to model a bilevel decision problem.
In this paper, we integrate the traditional bilevel decision model [4, 5, 6 ] with our rule sets based bilevel decision model [7, 8] , and then generalize them to a new model, granule sets based bilevel decision model. In this new model, we use granules in tolerance granular spaces to model the objectives and constraints of a bilevel decision problem, and finally the bilevel problem is transformed to a granule sets based bilevel decision model. The former two models can be viewed as special cases of the granule sets based one, and the granule sets based bilevel decision model inherits the advantages of the former models. It is more flexible and can describe more complex bilevel problems.
Decision Granules and Granule Set Functions

Decision Granules
Granules are regarded as the primitive notions of granular computing. A granule may be interpreted as one of the numerous small entities forming a larger unit.The entities are arranged together due to their similarity functional adjacency, indistinguishability, coherency or alike.
When constructing granules, we need to consider at least three basic properties of granules [9] :
1. Internal properties reflecting the interaction of elements inside a granule; 2. External properties revealing its interaction with other granules; 3. Contextual properties showing the relative existence of a granule in a particular environment.
From these viewpoints, we know that granule is not only a cluster (or set) of objects as some existent granular theories, but also an abstraction of the cluster (or set). So, we suppose that a granule includes two parts: the intension and the extension. The intension is the general feature, rule or commonness of the objects belonging to the granule according to the contexts. Besides, the intension can also represent the viewpoints of the user to this granule. The extension of the granule includes the objects or smaller granules that are covered by the granule. A granule without the intension and the extension is just a symbol or a name. Based on above, we have the following definition.
Definition 2.1. (Decision Granules):
A decision granule G is composed by two parts: 1. The intension of the granule IG. It is a decision rule or function, etc, which reflects the relations between the variables and the decisions in a decision problem. 2. The extension of the granule EG, that is, the objects or smaller granules constructing the granule.
Usually, the objects in the extension satisfy the knowledge represented by the intension.Different types of decision granules can be identified by definition 2.1, such as:
1. Rule granules, whose intension is a rule and extension is the set of objects covered by the intension.
2. Statistic granules, whose intension is a linear or nonlinear function and extension is the object set whose elements satisfy the functions.
Of course, according to the forms of knowledge representations, we can construct some other types of decision granules, so that different types of bilevel decision models can be constructed.
Granule Set Fucntions
To present the model of granule sets based bilevel decision model, the definition of granule set function is needed. Granule set function identifies the relations between the variables and the decisions decided by a granule set.
Given a granule set GS = {G 1 , . . . , G l }, where l is the number of granules in GS. Suppose x and y are two variables, where x ∈ X and X = V 1 × · · · × V m , y∈Y. V r is the domain of the r th dimension and Y is the domain of decisions.
Definition 2.2 (Granule set functions):
A granule set function gs from X to Y is a subset of the cartesian product X × Y, such that for each x in X, there is a unique y in Y generated with GS such that the ordered pair (x, y) is in gs. GS is called as the granule set related with the function, x is called as the condition variable, y is called as the decision variable, X is the definitional domain and Y is the value domain.
The aim of calculating the value of a granule set function is to make decisions for undecided objects with granule sets, where undecided objects are objects without decision values.
Tolerance Relation Based Granular Space[10,11]
To construct the granule sets based bilevel decision models, not only granules are needed but the relations among these granules should be generated. The frameworks representing granules and the relations among them are granular spaces. There are several kinds of granular spaces corresponding to different types of granules, such as quotient spaces for quotients [12] , approximation spaces for rough sets based granules [13] , rough neural networks for information granules [14] , and tolerance granular space for tolerance granules [10, 11] , etc.
Here, we use the tolerance granular space developed by us to model granules and their relations. Each granular space has their own advantages. The reasons for using tolerance granular space are: 1) It uses tolerance relations to construct the relations between granules, which are broader than equivalence relations based granules [12, 13, 14] ; 2) In our research, we present that a definition of granules is not only a cluster (or set) of objects as most existent granular theories, but also an abstraction of the cluster (or set); 3) The model can process both the symbolized and consecutive data well; 4) We use an obvious hiberarchy to represent granular frameworks, in which some useful space structures are developed in our model, such as granular lattices [10, 11] .
In the following, we briefly introduce the theory of tolerance granular space, and the detailed can be referred from [10, 11] . The aim of describing a problem at different granularities is to enable the computer to solve the same problem at different granule sizes hierarchically.
Suppose the triplet (OS, TR, NTC ) describes a tolerance granular space TG, where OS denotes an object set system; TR denotes a tolerance relation system; NTC denotes a nested tolerance covering system. The object set system can be formulated as where tr is a tolerance relation induced by compound tolerance proposition. Proposition cp, weight vector ω, distance function vector DIS and radius vector D are four important elements of a tolerance relation. Tolerance relation system is composed by a set of tolerance relations. The nested tolerance covering system is a (parameterized) granular structure, which denotes different levels granules and the granulation process based on above object system and tolerance relation system. It denotes a nested granular structure to express the relationships among granules and objects.
With the methods developed in [10, 11] , the nested tolerance covering NTC k over O k can be generated from O k−1 recursively. Finally, the nested tolerance covering system is
In the tolerance granular spaces, a granule is a representation of knowledge or concept extracted from primitive data or decomposed from bigger granules. There are usually two kinds of methods to construct a tolerance granular space. One is top-down constructing method, in which first constructing bigger granules and then smaller granules. The other is bottom-up constructing method, in which first constructing the smaller granules, and then the bigger granules. We can select the suitable levels of granules or a suitable set of granules to define the granule set functions according to special applications, which is oriented from the view: instead of the primitive data or the trivial data, human beings recognize things and make decisions using granules. Based on a appropriate set of granules, we can make decisions more quickly and exactly.
Granule Sets Based Bilevel Decision Model
In the following, the mathematical model of granule sets based bilevel decision model is presented. Here, we suppose there are one leader and one follower. Besides, we suppose that, if x is the undecided object of the leader and y is the undecided object of the follower, then x ⊕y is the combined undecided object of the leader and the follower together. 
where x and y are undecided objects of the leader and the follower respectively. gf L and gg L are the objective granule set function and constraint granule set function of the leader respectively, gf F and gg F are the objective granule set function and constraint granule set function of the follower respectively. GF L , GG L , GF F and GG F are the corresponding granule sets of above granule set functions respectively. In our paper [7] , we discuss that there are uncertainty when make decisions, so rule trees are developed to deal with the problem. With the relations of granules established by tolerance granular spaces, the problem can be solved naturally and the detailed methods can refer to our paper [10] . This is also the advantage of tolerance granular spaces.
Granule sets based bilevel decision model is an extension of rule sets based one. With the definition of granules, it is obvious that rule set is a special case of granule set, where a rule can be viewed as the intension of a granule and the objects covered by the rule can be viewed as the elements in the extension. However, even with above definition of granules, the granule sets in tolerance granular space have more advantages than rule sets. First, the tolerance granular space reflects the relations among the granules, which is an additional tool to make decisions and solve the uncertainty problems; Second, tolerance granular space generated from decision tables is a more complete knowledge framework than rule sets [10, 11] ; Third, with the tolerance granular space, decisions can be made not only with the intensions (rules) but the extensions (primitive object sets), which is more effective in some special applications.
Traditional bilevel decision model is mainly constructed by linear or nonlinear functions. Sometimes it can be generated from primitive data with some methods such as regression analysis and so on. So, if we define the intensions of granules as linear functions or nonlinear functions and the extensions as primitive objects, we can construct statistic granules. Thus, traditional bilevel decision model can be viewed as a special case of granule sets based one.
The using of both kinds of granules can make the bilevel decision models more flexible and describe more real-world problems.
Examples
In this section, we illustrate some examples of the three models to show the difference among them. 
Example 2. (An example of rule sets based bilevel decision model):
where
F L , G L , F F and G F are the corresponding rule sets of above rule set functions respectively. d is the decision attribute of objective rule sets, and d ' is the decision attribute of condition rule sets. 
GF L , GG L , GF F and GG F are the corresponding granule sets of above granule set functions respectively. The contents between the brackets are the intensions of granules, and the extensions of granules are omited because of page limit.
Conclusion
The use of data mining and machine learning techniques has became integral to the design and analysis of most industrial and socio-economic systems. Great strides have been made recently in the solution of large-scale problems arising in many areas. However, standard data mining and machine learning models are often inadequate in the situations because more than a single data miner or a single learning machine are involved. Bilevel decision making, the focus of this paper, is in a narrow sense of this situation. It addresses the problem in which two decision makers(miners, learning machines), each with their individual objectives or tasks, act and react in a noncooperative, sequential manner. The actions of one affect the choices and payoffs available to the other but neither player can completely dominate the other.
Bilevel decision making problem is a traditional one in optimization and programming fields. However, we believe that the problem needs to be studied with methods of data mining and machine learning. Thus, we presented rule sets based bilevel decision model before. In this paper, we developed a new model-granule sets based bilevel decision model, which is an extension of the former models, can describe more bilevel decision making problems and have some new advantages.
